MEMORANDUM

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. DAN PILEIRO
                MS. ANGELA HARRIS
                MR. TONY MCDONALD

FROM: TED J. GARRISH

SUBJECT: Geographic Issue Priorities

Per our discussion, I have attached the area priorities for several important issues. No Vietnam list was written due to its general importance everywhere.
SPECIAL AREA PRIORITY TO IMPROVE PERCEPTION OF THE PRESIDENT IN HANDLING CRIME

1. Philadelphia Metro
2. New York City and Suburbs
3. Newark Metro
4. Chicago Metro
5. Monterey/Santa Barbara/Sacramento, Calif.
6. St. Louis Metro
7. Baltimore Metro
8. Los Angeles Metro
9. Portland Metro
10. Cleveland Metro
11. Gary, Indiana Metro
12. Kansas City Metro
13. Montgomery County, Maryland
14. Indianapolis Metro
15. Pittsburgh Metro
16. Milwaukee Metro
SPECIAL AREA PRIORITIES
TO IMPROVE PERCEPTION
OF THE PRESIDENCY IN
MANDATORY DRUG PROGRAM

1. New York City and suburbs
2. Philadelphia Metro
3. Baltimore Metro
4. San Francisco/Los Angeles Metro
5. Portland Metro
6. Newark Metro
7. Austin Metro and Mid-Texas
8. St. Louis Metro
9. San Diego Metro
10. Milwaukee Metro
11. Dallas/Fort Worth Metro
12. Cleveland Metro
13. Pittsburgh Metro

1/ Secondarily Monterey, Santa Barbara, Sacramento and Stockton.
2/ Secondarily rest of New Jersey.
3/ Secondarily Racine/Kenosha.
SPECIAL AREA PRIORITY TO IMPROVE PERCEPTION OF THE PRESIDENT IN HANDLING UNEMPLOYMENT

1. Philadelphia Metro
2. New York City and suburbs
3. Portland Metro
4. Seattle Metro
5. St. Louis Metro
6. California
7. Pittsburgh Metro
8. Milwaukee Metro
9. Baltimore Metro
10. Chicago Metro
11. Houston Metro

1/ Emphasis should be in the population centers, particularly in southern California.
SPECIAL AREA PRIORITIES
TO INCREASE PERCEPTION
OF THE PRESENCE IN
HANDLING INFLATION

1. New York City and suburbs
2. Pittsburgh Metro
3. Portland Metro
4. Milwaukee Metro
5. Los Angeles and Orange County
6. San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and Santa Cruz Counties
7. Missouri - all parts of state including rural areas
8. Cleveland Metro
9. Chicago Metro
10. Kenosha, Racine, Rock, and Walworth Counties, Wisconsin
11. Texas (primarily Dallas, Houston, and Austin)
SPECIAL AREA PRIORITIES
TO IMPROVE PRECEPTION
OF THE HOUSING IN
WASHING TIMES

1. New York City and suburbs
2. Hudson Valley, New York
3. Portland suburbs and Northern Oregon coastal counties
4. Chicago suburbs
5. Rural Missouri
6. Pittsburgh Metro
7. Kansas City Metro
8. Newark Metro
9. Los Angeles and Orange County
10. Milwaukee Metro
11. Upstate New York
12. Philadelphia Suburb
13. Toledo Metro
14. Nashville Metro
SPECIAL AREA PRIORITIES
TO IMPROVE INFECTION
OF THE PATIENTS IN
HANDLING POLIOVIRUS INFECTANTS

1. California
2. New York City and suburbs
3. Philadelphia Metro
4. Cleveland Metro
5. St. Louis Metro
6. Baltimore Metro
7. Mid and East Texas (including Austin and Houston)
8. Portland Metro
9. Milwaukee Metro
10. Toledo Metro
11. Pittsburgh Metro

1/ Emphasis should be in the population centers, particularly Los Angeles and San Francisco.